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Abstra t
In the energy spe trum of an o
as the velo ity of the o

lusion sequen e, the distortion term has the same orientation

luding signal. Re ent works

be used to distinguish the o

luding velo ity from the o

entation stru ture of the distortion
de reasing energy

laimed that this oriented stru ture

an

luded one. Here we argue that the ori-

annot always work as a reliable feature due to the rapidly

ontribution. This already weak orientation stru ture is further blurred by

a superposition of distin t distortion

omponents.

We also indi ate that the superposition

prin iple of Shizawa and Mase for multiple motion estimation needs to be adjusted.

Index terms:

Opti al Flow, O lusion, Motion Dis ontinuities, Spe tral Analysis.

1 Introdu tion
The motivation of studying multiple motions (in luding o lusion and additive transparen y)
in the spe tral domain is mainly due to the inadequa y of spatial motion models [3℄. The
spe trum of multiple motions was rst analyzed by Fleet [8℄. Beau hemin and Barron [2, 3, 4℄
formulated an expli it model of o lusion in the frequen y domain. They laimed that the
distortion term in the o lusion spe trum an be used to distinguish the o luding velo ity
from the o luded one be ause this distortion term has the same orientation as the o luding
velo ity. In this paper, we show that the orientation of the distortion term annot be used to
reliably identify an arbitrary o luding velo ity. We start with the spe tral analysis of a 1D
o lusion sequen e. The on lusion of Beau hemin and Barron [3℄ is proved to be a spe ial
ase of our analysis in the sense that their analysis uses only a few spe tral omponents,
while the number of spe tral omponents in real signals is arbitrary. Then we dis uss the 2D
o lusion spe trum and the spe trum of the additive transparen y. We further indi ate that
the superposition prin iple of multiple motions proposed by Shizawa and Mase [15℄ needs to
be adjusted. This manus ript nally dis usses other related work as well as the merits and
short omings of frequen y based motion models.
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2 The Spe tral Analysis of O lusion and Transparen y
The spe trum of o lusion was rst analyzed by Fleet and Langley [8, 9℄. They used a
hara teristi fun tion (x) and modeled the o lusion in the spatial domain as

I (x; t) = (x
where I1 (x) is a 2D o
2D o

luded

v1

luding

t)I1 (x

v1

t) + [1 (x

v1

t)℄I2 (x

v2

t);

(1)

signal moving with a velo ity v1 = (v1x ; v1y )T and I2 (x) is a

signal moving with a velo ity v2 = (v2x ; v2y )T . This equation is the seed of all

other o lusion models appeared in the later part of this paper. For simpli ity, in this paper
we fo us on onstant velo ity models.
2.1

1D O

lusion Spe trum

Beau hemin and Barron [3℄ gave a detailed spe tral analysis of a 1D o lusion sequen e.
They repla ed the ve tors in equation (1) with s alars and used a 1D Heaviside unit step
fun tion u(x) for (x) yielding

I (x; t) = u(x v1 t)I1 (x v1 t) + [1 u(x v1 t)℄I2 (x v2 t)
with

8
>< 1
u(x) = >
:0

x0
otherwise

:

(2)

(3)

The Fourier transform of equation (2) reads

I~(!x ; !t ) = u~(!x )Æ (!xv1 + !t )  I~1 (!x)Æ (!x v1 + !t ) + I~2 (!x )Æ (!xv2 + !t )
u~(!x)Æ (!x v1 + !t )  I~2 (!x)Æ (!xv2 + !t );
where

u~(!x ) = Æ (!x) +

1

i!x

:

(4)

(5)

Here  means onvolution and ~ denotes the Fourier transform of the orresponding signal.
Equation (4) (the same as equation (7) in [3℄) is valid for an arbitrary signal whi h
satis es the Diri hlet onditions. Substituting (5) into (4) and using the produ t property
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of the impulse fun tion yield

I~(!x; !t ) = [ I~1 (!x ) + i!1x  I~1 (!x )℄Æ (!xv1 + !t ) + (1  )I~2 (!x )Æ (!xv2 + !t )
+ !ix Æ (!x v1 + !t )  I~2 (!x )Æ (!xv2 + !t ):

(6)

The rst two terms in equation (6) are two oriented lines (for generality, we assume v1 =
6

v2 ) passing through the origin of the spe tral spa e. Note that the additional onvolution
1
~
i!x  I1 (!x ) in the rst term does not disturb the orientation. Instead, it strengthens the
orresponding spe tral line. Thus, we do not onsider it as distortion.
The distortion omes from the third term in equation (6). This term is a onvolution
of two spe tral lines whi h indi ate the o luding velo ity v1 and the o luded velo ity v2 ,
respe tively. To obtain a lear geometri interpretation of this onvolution, we de ompose
the stati spe trum I~2 (!x) of the o luded signal into Dira omponents

I~2 (!x ) =

X
m

m

Æ (!x

!m );

where m indexes the di erent frequen y omponents and

(7)
m

denotes the orresponding

oeÆ ients. After this reformulation, the distortion term then reads

X im
i
Æ (!xv1 + !t )  I~2 (!x)Æ (!x v2 + !t ) =
Æ (! v + !
!x
!m x 1 t
m !x

v2 )):

(8)

!m ) in I~2 (!x) will ause an oriented distortion

It is lear that ea h Dira

omponent Æ (!x

line Æ (!x v1 + !t

v2 )) after the onvolution.

!m (v1

!m (v1

The orientation stru ture formed by the distortion lines hara terizes the o lusion spe trum and many approa hes (e.g. [9, 3℄) have tried to use this stru ture in o lusion analysis.
But unfortunately, this stru ture is not a robust feature. For example, if I~2 (!x) has many
Dira

omponents with signi ant energy ontribution, whi h is ommon for typi al real

signals, this kind of orientation may disappear due to the superposition (see gure 1). More
importantly, after leaving the interse tion point with the o luded spe tral line, the distortion line de reases rapidly in amplitude be ause its weight is a hyperboli term

1

!x ! m

. In

most spe tral regions, the distortion is too weak to be useful.
Theorem 1 in [3℄ ( f equation (11) in [3℄) is orre t with respe t to the orientation of
the distortion term using two di erent osine fun tions as o luding and o luded signal.
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However, the property of Theorem 1 annot reliably hold for an arbitrary signal be ause
the spe i

orientation of the distortion may vanish after the superposition of osine/sine

signals. Theorem 2 in [3℄ did not a ount for this superposition e e t and turned out to be
a spe i

on lusion only. We may explain this point by demonstrating that equation (11)

in [3℄ is only a spe ial ase of equation (6). Using the same osine fun tions as in Theorem
1 in [3℄ for the o luding and o luded signals:

8
>< I (x v t)
>: I (x v t)
1

1

=

1

2

2

=

2

os(!1(x v1 t))
;
os(!2(x v2 t))

we obtain the orresponding spe tra

8
>> I~ (!x)Æ(!xv
>>
<
>> I~ (!x)Æ(!xv
>>
:
1

1

+ !t ) =

1

2

[Æ (!x

Æ (!x
= 22 [Æ (!x
2 + !t )
= 22 Æ (!x

2

=

1

2

!1 ) + Æ (!x + !1 )℄Æ (!t + !xv1 )
!1 ; !t + !1 v1 ) + 21 Æ (!x + !1 ; !t
!2 ) + Æ (!x + !2 )℄Æ (!t + !xv2 )
!2 ; !t + !2 v2 ) + 22 Æ (!x + !2 ; !t

! 1 v1 )

:

(9)

! 2 v2 )

Substituting (9) into (6) yields

I~(!x ; !t ) =

!1 ; !t + !1 v1 ) + Æ (!x + !1 ; !t !1 v1 )℄
i
[ 1 Æ (!x v1 + !t ) + !x +1 !1 Æ (!xv1 + !t )℄
2 1 !x ! 1
+ 1 2  2 [Æ (!x !2 ; !t + !2 v2 ) + Æ (!x + !2 ; !t !2 v2 )℄
+ 2i 2 [ !x 1 !2 Æ (!x v1 + !t !2 (v1 v2 )) + !x+1 !2 Æ (!xv1 + !t + !2 (v1

2

1

[Æ (!x

v2 ))℄:

(10)

This equation is exa tly the same as (11) in [3℄. Here we do not onsider the se ond term in
(10) as distortion be ause it strengthens the spe tral line of the o luding signal. Note that
the distortion lines also partially ontribute to the o luded spe tral line (just evaluate the
fourth term in (10) by setting !x = !2 or !x = !2 ).
In gure 1 we display a 1D random dot o lusion sequen e smoothed by a Gaussian
window and the orresponding energy spe trum. The spe trum is hara terized by two
dominant spe tral lines with distortions rossing the o luded spe tral line. The amplitude
of distortion de reases rapidly after leaving the o luded spe tral line. In order to display
the superposition e e t of the distortion, we set a threshold equal to 1% of the maximal
amplitude in the o lusion spe trum. All values above the threshold are redu ed to be equal
5
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Figure 1:

Left:

1D random dot o lusion sequen e windowed by a Gaussian. The o lud-

ing velo ity is 1 [pixel/frame℄ and the o luded velo ity is 1 [pixel/frame℄.

Middle:

The

energy spe trum of the o lusion sequen e. For display purposes, we delete the DC omponent. The o luding and the o luded signal are learly hara terized by two oriented lines
passing through the origin. The zipper-like stru ture along the o luded line is aused by
the distortion. Ea h distortion line has the same orientation as the o luding signal. Its
amplitude de reases hyperboli ally after leaving the o luded spe tral line.

Right:

In order

to display the superposition e e t of distortion lines, we set a threshold equal to 1% of the
maximal value of the o lusion spe trum. All values above this threshold are redu ed to be
equal to the threshold. The more distortion lines we have, the less distin t the distortion
stru ture is.
to the threshold. Though the orientation of a single distortion line still an be re ognized
in the right image, there is no dominant orientation stru ture due to the superposition of
many distortion lines. Note that the gray-value di eren e among di erent distortion lines
is below 1% of the maximal value of the spe trum. If we raise the threshold to 10%, the
energy ontribution of the oriented distortion stru ture is hardly observable and we get an
energy spe trum similar to that in the middle image. Moreover, this stru ture will be further
disturbed by noise. Thus, the distortion annot be used to reliably identify the o luding
velo ity.
Fleet and Langley [9℄ also stated that the orientation of the distortion is only dominant
when there is a small number of frequen ies with signi ant power either in the o luding or
in the o luded signal. They followed the theta motion model [17℄ and assumed that the o lusion window moves independently of both o luding and o luded signal ( f equation (15)
6

in [9℄). In this paper, we follow the idea of Beau hemin and Barron [3℄ and assume that
the o lusion boundary moves onsistently with the o luding signal ( f equation (2)). This
di eren e is why the orientation of the distortion in our model does not depend on the stati
spe trum of the o luding signal (i.e. I~1 (!x)). In addition, the shape of the hara teristi
fun tion (x) is not expli itly des ribed in [17, 9℄ ( f. equation (12) in [9℄), while Beauhemin and Barron modi ed this fun tion into a step fun tion ( f. equation (4) in [3℄). We
believe that our spe i ation des ribes the o lusion boundary more expli itly and provides
an easier geometri interpretation. It is worth mentioning that Fleet did develop the ase of
a step fun tion in his earlier work (see (3.17) in [8℄). But there is a derivation error in this
equation ( f equation (13) below).
2.2

2D O

lusion Spe trum

In this subse tion, we extend the above analysis to a 2D o lusion sequen e [16℄. We only
need to repla e the (x) in (1) with a 2D Heaviside unit step fun tion U (x)

8
>< 1
U (x) = >
:0

where

x

T

0

x ^

otherwise

;

(11)

denotes 2D spatial Cartesian oordinates and ^ is a unit ve tor normal to the

o luding boundary.
We denote the spatial frequen y ve tor as

k

= (!x; !y )T and the temporal frequen y as

!t . Then, the Fourier transform of the image sequen e reads
I~(k; !t ) = U~ (k)Æ (kT v1 + !t )  I~1 (k)Æ (kT v1 + !t ) + I~2 (k)Æ (kT v2 + !t )
U~ (k)Æ (kT v1 + !t )  I~2 (k)Æ (kT v2 + !t )
with

U~ (k) = 2 [Æ (jkj) +

Æ (kT ^?)
℄:
ikT ^

(12)

(13)

Here ^? denotes a unit ve tor perpendi ular to ^. Note that this equation is di erent from
(3.17) in [8℄, where the oeÆ ient 2 and the Dira term Æ (kT ^? ) are missing due to a
derivation error.
7

Substituting (13) into (12) yields

I~(k; !t ) = [2 2 I~1 (k) + A(k)℄Æ (kT v1 + !t )
+(1
with

8
>< A(k)
>: B (k; !t)

2 2 )I~2 (k)Æ (kT v2 + !t ) + B (k; !t )

(14)

Æ (kT ^?)  I~1 (k)
:
= ki2T^ Æ (kT ^?)Æ (kT v1 + !t )  I~2 (k)Æ (kT v2 + !t )
=

2
ikT ^

(15)

The rst two terms in expression (14) are two oriented spe tral planes passing through the
origin. Their normal ve tors (u1 ; v1 ; 1) and (u2 ; v2 ; 1) denote the o luding and the o luded
velo ity, respe tively. The o luding velo ity plane is additionally strengthened by the term

A(k). The distortion term B (k; !t ) is a onvolution between a 3D line and a 3D plane. To
get a manifest interpretation of the distortion term, we extend the 1D de omposition used
in equation (7) to 2D spa e

I~2 (k) =

X
m

m

Æ (k

km

):

(16)

The distortion term is then reformulated as

X
i2 T
T
T
Æ
(
k 
^
)
Æ
(
k v1 + ! t ) 
km ; km v2 + !t )
?
m Æ (k
T
k 
^
m
X
m
Æ ((k km )T ^?; kT v1 + !t kTm (v1
= i2
T
(
k
k
)
^
m
m

B (k; !t ) =

v2

)):

(17)

Now it is lear to see that B (k; !t ) onsists of a set of 3D distortion lines with the same
orientation formed by Æ (kT ^?)Æ (kT v1 + !t ). by setting k = km in equation (17) we an prove
that ea h distortion line interse ts the o luded plane at km . This oriented stru ture varies
with the number of Dira omponents in I~2 (k) and is therefore not stable. More importantly,
the amplitude of ea h distortion line de reases rapidly after leaving the o luded plane due
to the hyperboli behavior of the term

(k

km )T ^ .
2

As a result, we annot use the distortion

orientation reliably.
In gure 2, we display a real o lusion example, in whi h a right moving box is overing
a left moving pi ture. Both horizontal motions are nearly onstant, as shown in the epipolar
sli e. The se tion planes of the spe trum in gure 3 also indi ate only two horizontally
onstant motions. The stru ture of the distortion is indistin t.
8

Figure 2:

Left and Middle:

The rst and 16-th frame of the o lusion sequen e. The

white window in the 16-th frame is entered at (122; 137). Centered at this point, we ut out
a ube with 32  32  32 pixels from the sequen e.

Right:

The epipolar sli e of the sequen e

along row 122. The rst frame is at the top of the sli e. The o lusion is hara terized as
two overlapping stru tures. Both motions are nearly onstant (about (1; 0)[pixel/frame℄ for
o luding signal and (-1,0)[pixel/frame℄ for o luded signal).
In summary, the oriented stru ture of the distortion in the o lusion spe trum is only
observable if the o luded signal has very few spe tral omponents. For o luded signals with
many spe tral omponents, this stru ture is blurred after the superposition of di erently
lo ated distortion lines. In this sense, we an say that the on lusion of Beau hemin and
Barron [3℄ is a spe ial ase of our analysis. Moreover, the in uen e of the oriented distortion
with hyperboli form is in most spe tral regions negligible or only omparable to the in uen e
of noise. The main energy of the o lusion spe trum is still ontributed by two spe tral lines
(in 1D) or planes (in 2D). This fa t indi ates learly that we are not able to use the distortion
to reliably distinguish the o luding velo ity from the o luded one.
2.3

Spe tral Multiple Motion Model

Though the oriented stru ture of the distortion is not a suitable feature to identify the
o luding velo ity in o lusion analysis, we an still dete t and analyze the orientation of
dominant energy planes to estimate o luding and o luded velo ity. The ex eption is at low
frequen ies where the determination of the orientation of spe tral planes is more sus eptible
to distortion than at high frequen ies. The re ipe we learn from our analysis is that we
have to onsider the spe trum only above a lower bound of the frequen y to improve the
robustness of motion estimation.
9

ωt
ωx

Figure 3: The (!x ; !t ) se tions of the 32  32  32 spe tral ube. We only display one of
every two se tion planes. The origin of ea h se tion lies in the middle of the image. In row
1 are the 1st, 3rd, 5-th, and 7-th se tion (from left to right) and the 9-th, 11-th,

  , 31-th

(!x ; !t ) se tions are arranged similarly in row 2, row 3 and row 4. Two dominant spe tral
planes indi ate two horizontal onstant motions vividly. The oriented stru ture of distortion
is indistin t. However, the disturban e of distortion in low frequen y regions (see se tion
15,17, and 19) is apparent.
Another advantage of the above knowledge is that we may treat a di erent kind of
multiple motion, namely additive transparen y, in the same manner. We may onstru t an
additive transparen y sequen e by simply substituting (x

v1

t) in (1) with a real onstant

a(a 2 (0; 1)) [3℄. The orresponding spe trum is then hara terized by two oriented planes
10

without distortion

I~(k; !t ) = aI~1 (k)Æ (kT v1 + !t ) + (1 a)I~2 (k)Æ (kT v2 + !t ):

(18)

The additive transparen y is therefore very related to the o lusion in the sense that both o lusion and additive transparen y are hara terized by two dominant spe tral planes. Taking
into a ount that the distortion in the o lusion spe trum is negligible or only omparable
to noise, we may model both o lusion and additive transparen y in the spe tral domain as
multiple planes passing through the origin. It is known that the orresponding ow ve tors
are obtained from the normal ve tors of these planes. This model an be viewed as a generalization of the spatiotemporal energy model of single motion [1, 10℄. This spe tral model
seems similar to the superposition prin iple proposed by Shizawa and Mase [15℄. However,
we would like to mention two noti eable di eren es:



Shizawa and Mase proposed that multiple motions are hara terized as multiple planes
both in the (Ix ; Iy ; It ) derivative spa e and in the frequen y domain. We argue that,
even though the model is orre t in the (Ix; Iy ; It )-spa e, it is not realisti ally appli able
in the ase of transparen y. A ording to the additive transparen y model, the derivative of the intensity pro le in a transparen y s ene is a superposition of two omponent
derivatives derived from fun tions I1 and I2 ( f equation (1)). As we annot de ompose
the sum of derivatives into two omponents properly, the estimation of transparen y
speeds is infeasible in the (Ix ; Iy ; It ) derivative spa e.



In the ase of o lusion, the spe tral planes of the o luding and o luded signals are
disturbed by the distortion at low frequen ies. We have to trun ate low frequen y
omponents in order to t multiple planes robustly.

3 Dis ussion
Related Multiple Motion Models.

estimation using the Harmoni

Chen et al. atta ked the problem of multiple motion

retrieval framework

[6℄. In this framework, o lusion is also

treated as noise in the re overing of multi omponent frequen ies orresponding to multiple
11

motions. The equivalen e between multiple motions and multiple spe tral planes was pointed
out as well. The authors did not, however, study the expli it stru ture of the o lusion
distortion.
Re ently, Langer and Mann [13℄ ategorized image motions a ording to the dimensionality of both image points and velo ities. They spe i ally studied one ategory termed opti

al

, in whi h the speeds at ea h image point form a 1-D urve. O lusion and additive

snow

transparen y are regarded as a spe ial ase of opti al snow be ause ea h image point at the
o lusion boundary or in the transparen y has two velo ities. If all speeds in the opti al
snow ategory happen to have the same dire tion, the spe tral planes orresponding to these
motions form a bow tie stru ture in the spe tral spa e

vx !x + vy !y + !t = 0;
where

(19)

2 IR and (vx; vy ) denote horizontal and verti al motion parameters.

This ategorized analysis provides an interesting point of view of image motions. But as
the authors orre tly pointed out, it does not give a detailed des ription of o lusion and
additive transparen y. Besides, though the spe tral bow tie stru ture in the opti al snow
ategory is similar to the multiple plane stru ture of o lusion or transparen y, the motions
in the opti al snow are onstrained to have the same dire tion. For o lusion analysis, this
onstraint is too strong.
Numeri al Limitations.

The good performan e of a motion estimation algorithm

relies on orre t motion modeling. Nevertheless, an ideal model does not guarantee feasibility
of the model. In pra ti e, there exists a severe problem in obtaining the energy spe trum of
an image sequen e due to the blo k e e t of the dis rete Fourier transform (DFT). This is an
important problem in frequen y-based te hniques. In order to avoid the blo k e e t of DFT,
we take a lo al Fourier transform (LFT), i.e. a DFT windowed by a Gaussian. A ording to
the onvolution theorem in Fourier analysis, a DFT of the image sequen e windowed by a
spatiotemporal Gaussian is equivalent to the onvolution between the spe trum of the image
sequen e and the spe trum of the Gaussian fun tion, whi h is also a Gaussian. Consequently,
the spe trum is blurred and frequen y resolution de reases. For ompensation, we have to
enlarge the window size so that we an improve the frequen y resolution. In the enlarged
12

window, however, we may not be able to approximate the a tual motion robustly with a
simple motion model, as we an in a smaller window. Moreover, using a larger window
means in luding more time frames in the estimation. On one side, using multiple frames
improves the robustness of the opti al ow estimation algorithm (e.g. [12℄). On the other
side, if we in lude a very long sequen e in the estimation, the motion is less likely to be
onstant over so large time interval.
One possible solution to this problem may be to use motion models with higher order,
whi h still remains a hallenging topi [5℄. Another promising alternative is to use Gabor
based or wavelets based approa hes (e.g. [7, 11, 14℄). An elegant solution to the prohibitive
omputation ost of these approa hes remains to be found.
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